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ABSTRACT
When it comes to era of modern age of computing it is evident that human beings have made their migration
from static life style to dynamic lifestyle, i.e., all users activities will be carried out through usage of mobile. Mobility is
totally been involved in all people lifestyles, it is very hard to find the person without a mobile phone, especially in welldeveloped or developing countries. Consider any mobile devices; they are mainly concerned with efficient power
(Battery usage), processor time and memory utilization but when comes to security we are lagging behind in providing
security to the data present in the mobile [1]. We came across various cryptographic algorithms but all the cryptographic
algorithms which we are using their working is mainly concentrated to work better with desktop applications. There are
very least known or no algorithms on cryptography for mobile applications. The available cryptographic algorithms like
DES, AES, Triple DES, elliptical curve etc. algorithms demand much computational power than mobile devices can
provide. In this paper we will be proposing the efficient and 2 layer secured „distortion encryption‟ and „restoring
decryption‟ methods for multimedia data for portable mobile devices especially for images (Multimedia) [2][3].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones are undetectable part of human beings in recent days, and they have many flaws because of their size,
limited computation power, and limited battery life. So far as we know, at recent days android mobile phones are
available in the market with some MHz (probably 500- 100 MHZ) of processing power and RAM of (100 - 400) MB
with 32 GB expandable external memory slot. When these portable devices are compared with the processing power of
the desktop computer (are in terms of GHz), comparison vary in big factor. So there needs to be one efficient and secure
multimedia encryption and decryption algorithm for mobile devices which consumes less processing power and battery
life (for ex- some of military applications require the real-time encryption of images captured from soldier‟s mobile
phone before sending the captured image to the military repository, in order to prevent the data leakage to enemy groups)
[5].
The idea involved in proposing the distortion encryption and restoring decryption is message digest algorithm, the
message digest algorithm which we used in this paper is MD5[6] (the algorithm which generates Message digest is
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secure one-way hash function that take arbitrary-sized data and output a fixed-length hash value). The MD5 hash also
known as checksum for a file is a 128-bit value, something like a fingerprint of the file. There is a very small possibility
of getting two identical hashes of two different files.
The following figures will give the brief working procedures of the algorithms to be discussed in the later part.
Following Figure 1 shows input and outputs of distortion encryption algorithm, which shows input to the algorithm is
original unencrypted image and a encryption key. Output of algorithm is encrypted image.
Figure 2 shows input and outputs of restoring decryption algorithm. Input to the algorithm is encrypted image
and a key. Output of algorithm is original image.

Figure 1: Inputs and output of distortion encryption algorithm

Figure 2: Inputs and output of restoration decryption algorithm
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DISTORTION ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM

The steps are as follows.
Step1: Obtain the key from the user.
Step2: Obtain the byte stream of the image.
Step3: Obtain the message digest of the key using message digest algorithm.
Step4: Obtain the byte stream of message digest.
Step5: Calculate the number of bytes in key (position for starting distortion) also called as Pdesort.
Step6: Insert the calculated message digest bytes from the position calculated (Pdesort) in byte stream of images.

3.

RESTORATION DECRYPTION ALGORITHM

Step 1: Obtain the key from the user.
Step 2: Obtain the byte stream of the image.
Step 3: Obtain the message digest of the key using MD5 algorithm.
Step 4: Obtain the byte stream of message digest.
Step 5: Calculate the number of bytes in key (position for starting distortion) also called as Pdesort.
Step 6: Delete the calculated message digest bytes from the position calculated (from Pdesort to Pdesort + Message digest

bytes) from byte stream of images.

4. WORKING PRINCIPLE

Figure 3: Distortion encryption
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The working of above mentioned distortion encryption algorithm is depicted thoroughly in Figure 3. The inputs for distortion
encryption algorithm are key from the user and original image.
The following Figure 4 depicts the restoring decryption algorithm. In which original image which has been encrypted using
distortion encryption will be decrypted if the message digest bytes obtained by user entered decryption key matches with the encrypted
image bytes from position pdesort to Pdesort + MDlength

Figure 4: Restoring decryption

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed above algorithms are thoroughly and practically implemented and tested in mobile phone with the
android operating system [7] (V 2.3 ginger bird and it is compatible with all the previous versions from 1.5 to 2.2). The
proposed methods for encryption and decryption works very good with the portable devices like mobile phone with less
power and time consumption. Following are some of the Results which will give the details of working and
implementation of the above mentioned algorithms
The pseudo code of implementation of distortion encryption is given as follows. Restoring decryption is carried in
reverse steps as that of distortion encryption with some computational and implementation differences.
FileInputStream fis=new FileInputStream(original image);
byte[] originalimage=new byte[fis.available()];
fis.read(originalimage);
distortion_encript(fis,key)
FileOutputStream fos=new FileOutputStream(f);
fos.write(encriptedimage);
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6. RESULTS AND OUTCOMES
Following snapshot gives the encryption UI and decryption UI in mobile phone. User has to select the image from the
one of the available (while encrypting) encrypted image (while decrypting), after selecting the image he has to enter the
Key to encrypt or encrypt. The decryption and encryption keys must be for proper working of the algorithm. If any
mismatches in the stored digest in the image and newly calculated digest the image will not get decrypted successfully.
The selected image will be encrypted using the key provided using the distortion encryption algorithm.

Figure 5: Encryption UI

Figure 6: Decryption UI
The Following outcome shows the original image and image after decryption. The Figure 7 shows the original image
before encryption and the Figure 8 shows the outcome of the distortion encryption algorithm with the user entered
key(for example as shown in Figure 5 : qwerty) and original image.
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Figure 7: Before encryption

Figure 8: After Encryption
7.

CONCLUSION

The whole summary of this work is to provide the efficient low power and low processor time consumption algorithm
for encrypting and decrypting the multimedia data in mobile phone. As the proposed algorithm is simple and it works
fine with the user key size of any length. The proposed algorithm provides two layers of security while decrypting, First
by determining the Pdesort with user provided key. Second by comparing each bytes of the digest stored in the image with
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the newly calculated value of digest bytes. If there is any mismatch in digest bytes, decrypting process will be suspended.
This work also shows that how to apply the proposed distortion and restoration algorithms for images.
Further, this proposed work can be extended for many available multimedia types (Example- videos).
This encryption decryption algorithm can be integrated with camera of mobile phone, to encrypt the images/videos
captured form camera at real time before saving to phone‟s memory hence providing the security for data at dynamic
time.
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